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Abstract. Let φγ{x) and φ2(y) be two local fields in a conformal quantum field
theory (CQFT) in two dimensional spacetime. It is then shown that the vector-
valued distribution φ1(x)φ2{y)\0y is a boundary value of a vectorvalued
holomorphic function which is defined on a large conformally invariant
domain. By group theoretical arguments alone it is proved that φ1(x)φ2(y)\Q},
can be expanded into conformal partial waves. These have all the properties
of a global version of Wilson's operator product expansions when applied to
the vacuum state |0). Finally, the corresponding calculations are carried out
more explicitly in the Thirring model. Here, a complete set of local conformally
covariant fields is found, which is closed under vacuum expansion of any two
it its elements (a vacuum expansion is an operator product expansion applied
to the vacuum).

I. Introduction

Some time ago partial wave expansions of the euclidean Greensfunctions (i.e.
the Schwingerfunctions) of a CQFT have been established [1]. These expansions
are useful to solve the nonlinear dynamical integralequations and also help to
study the implications of locality. However, when one tries to express Oster-
walder-Schrader-positivity (i.e. the euclidean counterpart of ordinary Wightman-
positivity) in terms of the conformal partial waves, a complicated process of
analytic continuation in the expansion parameters is needed [2]. In fact, one
performs something like an inverse Sommerfeld-Watson-transform. The resulting
discrete expansion is then termwise positive. Moreover the series looks exactly
like a globally valid form of an operator product expansion applied to the vacuum.
The above mentioned manipulations with the euclidean partial waves can only
be done under suitable technical assumptions. For instance, to prove the validity
of the inverse Sommerfeld-Walson-transform one must make sure that the partial
waves have appropriate asymptotic properties in the expansion parameters.
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Therefore, it is natural to try to obtain the discrete expansions directly from an
analysis of the Wightmandistributions rather than making the detour via the
euclidean formalism. It is the aim of this paper to carry out such a program [3].

Globally valid operator product expansions in CQFT are also interesting
from the following point of view. A CQFT is in general not a particle theory.
Therefore, there is a priori no natural language to describe such a theory. In case
there are "sufficiently" many local, conformally covariant fields, they can be
looked at as the fundamental entities of a new language. The interelation between
them (i.e. the dynamics) is then expressed by the operator product expansions.
As will be discussed later, the Thirring model exhibits such a structure.
Considering CQFT'ies as valuable models for more realistic QFT'ies, one can
try to translate the above picture to the general case. Such a proposal has recently
been advanced by Mack [4].

The restriction of the present work to two dimensional CQFT'ies needs some
justification:

a) The kinematic complexity grows rapidly by going from two to four space-
time dimensions.

b) The results obtained hold presumably also in the case of four dimensions.
In fact all the deeper mathematical tools are also available for this case. Moreover,
the discrete expansions emerging from the euclidean method are equally valid
for any spacetime dimension.

c) The only not completely trivial, soluble models live in two dimensions.
The paper is organized as follows. For the readers convenience and to fix

notations some wellknown facts concerning the conformal group in two dimen-
sions are collected in Section II. The definition of a CQFT is also included here.
Section III deals with the problem of describing the minimal conformally invariant
analyticity domain for two point vectors (pi(x)(p2(y)\Q}- Then, in Section IV, the
tensorproduct of twojiolomorphic, irreducible, unitary representations of the
universal covering SL(2,1R) of the group SL(2, IR) is decomposed into its ir-
reducible parts. The result is applied (Section V) to the vectors φι{x)φ2(y)\^y
yielding their vacuum expansion. In the last section the Thirring model is analysed
thereby the dimensions and spins of a complete set of local fields are determined.

II. The Conformal Group in Two Spacetime Dimensions

2.1. Some Definitions

To exhibit the action of the conformal group on a point (x0,*1) of two dimensional

Minkowskispace M it is convenient to introduce lightcone variables, namely:

χ+=χ0 + χί;χ_=χ°-χ\ (2.1)

The conformal group C is then defined to be

SO0(2, 2)/Z2 ̂  Sl(2, R)/Z2 x Sl(2, R)/Z2 . (2.2)
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In fact the group Sl(2, R) x Sl(2, R) acts on (x + ,x_)eM as follows:

g = g+xg-; £+ = (** T ± W l ( 2 , R ) , (2.3)

x + + τ + σ_x_+τ_

Therefore, the study of the conformal group in two spacetime dimensions boils
down to the investigation of the group Sl(2, IR).

The transformation law (2.3) is not well defined, since ξx + η may vanish.
However, this problem can be solved by compactifying Minkowskispace, i.e.
adding points at infinity (e.g. [5, 6]).

The group Sl(2, R) is a simple, threedimensional Liegroup. Its Liealgebra
sl(2, R) can be represented by all real, traceless 2 x 2-matrices. I will use the
following basis for sl(2, R):

For g=(σ TJeSl(2,R) and xeR, set

g(x) = (σx + τ)/(ξx + η) (2.5)

(one should compactify R).
The generators D and P generate dilatations and translations of x, respectively:

--(ί M- H >-
The generator H generates a maximal compact subgroup of Sl(2, R):

— smψ cosψj

Every element g of Sl(2, R) can be decomposed uniquely and in a differentiable
manner into k-a-n (the Iwasawa decomposition). Therefore, as manifolds, one
has the equality:

cosφ sinψ σ τ \
L _! . (2.8)

— smtp cost/)/\0 σ J
Here, S1 is the unit circle, R + = {σeR|σ>0}.

Because of the factor S1, these manifolds are not simply connected. Unrolling

S1 yields the universal covering SΪ(2JR) of S1(2,R):

l ) ^ R x R + x R . (2.9)

The canonical projection π:Sl(2, R)-+S1(2, R) is given by

/ cosφ sinφ\ (σ τ \

π(t/?,σ,τ)= . L -1 2 1 0 )
\-smip costp/ \0 σ /
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π is one to one on the open set

0 = {(φ,σ,τ)eSί(2ΠR)|M<π}. (2.11)

The group multiplication law on Sl(2, IR) could be written down in terms of the
coordinates (ψ, σ, τ). I will however never use this complicated formula. It suffices
to know that

^ Z forall

For example, one has

The center 3 of Sl(2, IR) is generated by just one element, namely

2.2. The Irreducible, Analytic Representations of SIJTJR) ([8, 9~])

A nontrivial, unitary representation of a Lie group G is called analytic, if some
of its nonzero generators is represented by ]/~-Λ times a positive selfadjoint
operator (for a general treatment of such representations, see [7]). For G = S1(2,IR)
all the irreducible analytic representations are known explicitly. They are induced
representations on the homogeneous space G/K, where K is the one parameter
subgroup of G generated by H (2.4). It turns out that G/K is isomorphic to the
upper half plane 17:

}. (2.14)

G acts on 17 as follows:

geG π(g) = (σ T JGS1(2,R), (2.15)

wG 17 => g(w) == (σw + τ)/(ξw + η).

Note that (2.15) is well defined since ξw + η+0 for all we 17.
The analytic representations of G are carried by the following two types of

function spaces:
For n>0 define Hn(H*) to be the linear space of all holomorphic (anti-

holomorphic) functions F on 17 with the additional properties:
a) F has a C°°-boundary value for ImwNO.
b) For Imw^O and |w|->oo the following expansions are valid:

F(w)^(l-iw)-"(α o + α 1 w - 1 + α 2 w - 2 + ...) (FeHn)

(w* denotes the complex conjugate of w).
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Of course, FeHn iff F*eHn*. From now on I will restrict the discussion to Hn

only.
The action of G on Hn is first specified for geO, the open neighbourhood (2.11)

of 1. Set π(g) = \ y and define:

\ζ n)

(Tn(g)F)(w) = ( - ξw + σ)'nF(g ~ \w)) , (2.17)

π (geO).

lϊ gx,g2 and g^-ίfo a r e contained in 0, the multiplication law is satisfied:

TJ[g1) TJίg2)=TJig1 g2). (2.18)

D u e to the fact that G is simply connected, TH( ) may be extended uniquely to

all of G such that (2.18) holds. Thus for g = gί-g2 ••••QK βj^O, one defines:

Tn(g) = Tn(gi)-Tn(g2)-..,Tn(gk).

For instance, one obtaines in this way:

= e-ikπ-F(w) (fceZ). (2.19)

Hence Tn(z) = e'im (see (2.13)).
An invariant scalarproduct on Hn is given by

(F^F^^in-Dπ-1 l\dw\F1(wnimwr-2F2(W), (2.20)
Π

(FuF2eHn; \dw\ = dx-dy for w = x + ίyeΠ).

This integral converges absolutely for n>\ and can be analytically continued
down to all n>0 by means of a suitable chosen orthogonal basis [8]. By completion
of Hn with respect to ( , )w one obtaines a Hubert space Jfn. The operators Tn

extend by continuity to all of JfΠ yielding a unitary, irreducible, analytic representa-
tion of Sl(2, IR). These representations will be referred to as the holomorphic
irreducible representations of G, in contrast to the antiholomorphic representa-
tions obtained by starting from H* instead of Hn (in fact, as can be seen from (2.20),
the representations on $fn and Jtf* are dual with respect to each other).

Note that the holomorphic irreducible representations of Sl(2, IR) are all
irreducible representations U() such that (ί/i)U(H)^0, H defined by (2.4).

Any function FeHn has the Fourier representation:

00

(2.21)

(<p(JR+)= {g\p^o\ge9?}\9)Ίs the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing C00-functions
on IR). Conversely, any function F(w) which is representable in the form (2.21)
belongs to Hn. In terms of F(p) the scalar product (2.20) becomes:

(Ft,F2)n = 22~"Γ(n) J dppi-'FΪW Ftip). (2.22)
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From this, one easily observes, that

Gn(w, wf)= [_22-nΓ{n)Yι ] dpf-^e11*"'-^ (2.23)
o

has the reproducing property:

(Gn(w, \F)n = F(w) for all FeJPn. (2.24)

The explicit form of Gn(w9 W) is:

Gn(w, w') = 2n-2e-ί{πl2)n(w*-w'Γn (2.25)

(w, wΈ/7; |arg(w* — w')\<π).

2.3. Formulation of a General CQFT in Two Spacetime Dimensions

There are two points to take care of: first, in two dimensional spacetime there is
no natural concept of spin because there is no rotation group. Secondly, the
implementation of the conformal group cannot be done in a canonical manner
since a conformal transformation may carry points to infinity and moreover
convert spacelike point pairs into timelike ones (see however [5]).

Concerning spin, I will be as conservative as possible: carrying over the
transformation laws of spinning multicomponent fields to two dimensions, one
realizes that it is possible to chose a basis in index space, such that the Lorentz
transformations act diagonally, viz.

U(Λ)ψa(x)U(Λ)~ι = es«*xpa{Λx) \sa\ = s = spin . (2.26)

/ch Ύ sh y\
Here, Aμ

v = \ Λ Λ is a boost. For instance, if ja(x) is a vectorfϊeld, one defines:
\shχ chχ/ Jμ"

J+=Jo+JiJ-=Jo-Ji

and (2.26) reads:

U(Λ)j±{x)U(ΛΓ1=e±χj±(Λx), i.e. s+ = 1, s_ = -1 .

Thus, given any field φ(x) such that

U{A)ψ{x)U{A)~1 ^ es χφ{Λx). (2.27)

I will call 5 the spin of φ and restrict the allowed values of 5 by hand to be 0, ± 1/2,

±1,....
A general CQFT in two dimensional space is now defined as follows: First

of all it should be a fieldtheory satisfying Wightman's axioms [10] excluding, of
course, the requirement of asymptotic completeness. Then, it is assumed that the
conformal group C= Sl(2, IR) x Sl(2, IR) is unitarily represented by operators
U(g), ge C. lϊg is an element of the Poincare group, U(g) should coincide with the
corresponding operator given by the underlying Wightman theory.

The action of U(-) on the fields is complicated. I will not make the assumption,
that there is a conformally invariant, dense domain of definition for the fields,
but require that the infinitesimal generators of U( ),and the fields have a common
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domain of definition D left invariant by them (and containing the vacuum |0».
This domain hence contains the dense, linear space Do of all vectors which are
built by applying a polynomial of smeared fields to the vacuumstate.

It is now postulated that the fields have the infinitesimal transformation law
(valid on D) corresponding to the formal expression

(2.28)

l.n . T . \

π(g±)=(

n+ and n_ are the conformal quantum numbers of φ.
Formula (2.28) is then also globally valid on Do, if ξ+ = ξ_=O,

Specifically, for Lorentz boosts one has

implying, that the spin of φ is equal to l/2(n+ — n_).

For dilatations g = (0, j/I,0) x (0, |/1,0) the transformation law yields:

U(g)φ(x)U{gΓx=.λ*n+ + B -

The number d is called the dimension of φ.
Thus

(2.29)

The two point function of any two local fields is determined up to a normalization
constant by conformal in variance. It vanishes if the spins and dimensions of the
two fields are not the same.

The result is:

φ\φi(x)φ2(y)\O> = N(x+-y+-ίεΓ" + (x_-y_-ίεΓn-. (2.30)

Positivity requires; n + ^ 0 , n_^0, i.e. d^\s\.
In case, say, n+ —0, the fields φγ and φ2 do not depend on x + .
In two dimensional QFT's the spectrum condition can be written in a factorized

form. Let P + and P_ be defined through

eίψ + a= l/((0,U) x (0,1, 0)) έ ψ~a= l/((0,1,0) x (0,1, a)).

Then, the spectrum condition is equivalent to the statement:

P + ^ 0 ; IP_^0. (2.31)

This implies, that the two unitary representations of Sl(2, IR) associated with U( )
are both analytic representations [7].
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III. The Analytic Continuation of <Pι(x)φ2(y)fiy

The analyticity of "vectors" φi(x)φ2(y)\0y in the variables x and y is a consequence
of the spectrum condition (2.31) and of the conformal transformation law (2.28).
It has been shown generally [7] that if the spectrumcondition holds and |φ> is a
vector in the Hubert space J f of physical states, then JJ(g)\ψ) is, as a function of
geQ a boundary value of a holomorphic function T(g)\ψ}, g running through a
sixdimensional complex manifold S£. Moreover, this manifold carries also a
semigroup structure and T(g) actually denotes a holomorphic, contractive
(|| T(g)\\ ^ 1) representation of S~c.

When the operators T{g\ geS& are applied to the states φι(x)φ2(y)\0y one
gets a vectorvalued function of g for fixed x, y. However, because of (2.28) some
of the variables specifying g are actually redundant, leaving just four independent
complex parameters. These describe a conformally invariant two point analyticity
domain for φ1{x)φ2(y)\^y

So far the general idea of what is now going to be done in great detail. Since
the problem factprizes completely into x+- and x_-variables, it is possible to
"forget" about the presence of, say, x_. Therefore, I will henceforth (in this section)
argue as if spacetime were one dimensional and the conformal group were just
G = SΪ(2JR) (i.e. the first factor of Q.

3.1. Summary of Properties of the Holomorphic Semigroup S Belonging to G

Let me first describe a holomorphic semigroup S which has the group G = S1(2,1R)
at its boundary. G itself is a real form of the complex group GC = S1(2, C). As is
wellknown, the Riemannian sphere S2 is a homogeneous space for Gc, namely
for ze(CcS2, we have:

ζ ^ ) ) . (3.1)

Under the action of G the manifold S2 splits into three pieces, each of them being
a homogeneous space of G. These pieces are:

i) the upper halfplane 77,
ii) the real axis including the point at infinity,

iii) the lower halfplane 77*.
Two complex semigroups are now defined as follows:

S° = {geGc\g(Π) and its closure are contained in 77}, (3.2)

(3.3)

S° is an open submanifold of Gc and G belongs to its boundary. A holomorphic
parametrization of S° is achieved by means of a Bruhat decomposition for Gc\
any element seS° can be written uniquely in the form

1 z\(σ 0 \/l 0
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Another useful parametrization can be obtained using an open, G-invariant
cone V contained in the Liealgebra of G:

(3.5)

(H is defined by (2.4)). More explicitly, V consists precisely of those real matrices

with β > 0, γ < 0, a2 + β γ < 0. As manifolds, the following equality holds:

S°^GxV. (3.6)

The corresponding diffeomorphism is given by:

s = g eiX; seS°, geG, XeV. (3.7)

From (3.6) it is clear that S° is not simply connected since G is not. Taking the
universal covering

S°^GxV (3.8)

of S° and lifting the semigroup structure yields a new holomorphic semigroup.
By adding points of G in a continuous fashion [7] one obtains a semigroup

S^Gx(Fu{0}) . (3.9)

The above mentioned theorem, which is the key to the construction of the con-
formal analyticity domain of φi(x)φ2{y)\Q}> now reads:

Theorem 3.1.[7]. Suppose U{ ) is a unitary (continuous) representation of G in a
Hilbert space Jf, such that (l/i)U(H)^0(U(H) is defined by etU{H)=U(etH)). Then
there exists a representation T( ) of S satisfying:

(i) | |T(s) | |^l;T(s 1) T(s 2)=Γ(s 1.s 2).
(ϋ) T(s)=U(s)forseG.

(iii) for any |φ>eJf, the vectorvalued function T(s)|φ> of seS is continuous
and holomorphic when restricted to S°.

Briefly, T( ) is the (unique) analytic continuation of £/(•)•

3.2. The Geometry of the Conformal Two Point Forward Tube

The one point forward tube in one "spacetime" dimension is the upper half
plane 77. Indeed, due to the spectrum condition (2.31) one can analytically continue
φ{x)\ϋ) to a vectorvalued holomorphic function |w>, well, such that lim |w> =

Imw\0

φ(x)|0>, x = Rew [11] (here, the presence of x_ has not been noticed and x is
identified with x+ for simplicity; compare the remark at the beginning of this
section).

Now T(s), seS, acts on |w> as follows:

a β\eS. (3.10)

π denotes the canonical projection of S onto S. This projection reduces to (2.10)
for elements seG, thus excluding a nόtational ambiguity. Observe that by definition
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of S, s(w)eΠ. The phase of yw + δ is determined by requiring it to lie in the interval
(— π, π) as s approaches unity and by imposing the validity of the multiplication
law for T( ) The number n^O is the conformal quantum number n+ of φ see
(2.28).

The same argument does not apply to the two point vector φi(Xi)φ2(x2)|0>.
hi fact, using the spectrum condition alone yields a vectorvalued, holomorphic
function |w 1 )w 2), 0 < I m w 1 <Imw 2 , such that

lim
0<Imvvi

, w 2 > = , xx =Rew l 9 x2 =

The set {(w l 5w 2)e77x77|0<Imw 1 <Imw 2 } is however not invariant under
the action of G, and, a fortiori, of S.

A first guess of how a conformally invariant twopoint analyticity domain
could look like is the following set:

77 x J7= {(wl5 w2)e77 x Π\w1 + w2}. (3.11)

The center of G acts trivially on Π x 77, i.e. z(wl5 w2) = (z(w1), z(w2)) = (w1? w2) for
all (wl9 W 2 )E77X77.

Now, this would imply

(7(z)φ1(x)φ2(j;)|0> = factor x (3.12)

a formula, which will not hold generally [8].
To avoid (3.12) one must have some two point manifold where z does not act

trivially. To get an idea, what is needed, let (z1,z2)=(i/2, ί) a special point in the
forward tube and γ(ή = (t, 1,0), O ^ ί ^ π a curve in G. Then

y(t)(z2) = z2 for all t.

As shown in the figure, y(t)(zί) walks around z2 as t increases from 0 to π.

Fig. 1

The requirement that y(π)(zl5 z2) = z(z l 5z 2) + (z l 5z 2) implies therefore, that,
while wί is running around w2, another Riemannian sheet of the domain of
holomorphy of |wl5 w2> is reached. This suggests the consideration of the complex
manifold

77 x 77 = universal covering of 77x77. (3.13)
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Let p.ΠxΠ^ΠxΠ the natural projection. Because G and S both can act on
ΠxΠ and are simply connected, they act on 77 xΐl aswell. This action "commutes"
with p:

p[s(ω)] = s[p(ω)] for all seS, ωeίϊTπ . (3.14)

Points oϊΠxΠ can be described by their projection on ΠxΠ and a sheet label:

ω = (wl5 w2, w); (w1? w2)e77 x 77, neZ. Two consecutive sheets of ΠxΠ are glued

together along the surface: Rew 1 =Rew 2 , 0 < I m w 2 < I m w 1 . This can be done

in such a way, that

z{wi, w2, n) = (w1, w2, w +1); z as in (2.13) (3.15)

i.e. the center of G does no longer act trivially, but maps one sheet of ΠxΠ onto
another.

ΠxΠ is not a homogeneous space of G. In fact there are infinitely many
orbits described by the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.2. For ωeΠxΠ define: Θ(ω) = lmw 1 lmw2/|w1— w2\
2 where (wί,w2) =

p(co). The orbits ofG in ΠxΠ are then precisely the subsets of ΠxΠ with a constant

value of θ.

Proof. See Appendix A.

On the other hand, the semigroup S° acts on 77 x 77 as if it were a "homogeneous
space":

Lemma 3.3. Define θ as above. The orbit of a point ωeΠxΠ under the action of S°
consists precisely of all ω'eΠxΠ having θ(ω')>θ{ω).

This lemma is also proved in Appendix A.

The orbit O(ω) of ωeΠxΠ under the action of S° is thus an open subset of

77Ίκ7Γand moreover O(ω)/ fΓxΠ as % ) \ 0 .

3.3. Carrying out the Continuation of (pi(x)φ2{y)\0y

Let φι and φ2 two local fields in a CQFT having conformal quantum numbers
rii and n2 respectively.

To formulate the main result of this section, the x_-variables are not ignored.
For the proof of the theorem below they will not be noticed.

First, one can analytically continue φ1(xj', xΐ)φ2(x2> xΐ)|0) t o the relativistic
forward tube. Thus, there are vectorvalued, holomorphic functions |w^,w2;
WΓ> w2 >, 0<ImwJ" <Imw 2

f , 0<Imwϊ <Imw2", such that

lim K + , wί w^, w2 > = φt(xt, χI)φ2(
x2^ xϊ)|0> (3.16)

0<Imwi- <Im>vίNθ
0<Imwf <Imw2\0

Rew^ =xt Rewf =x£

in the distribution sense.

Theorem 3.4. There are vectorvalued, holomorphic functions |ω+, ω_>, ω± eΠ x 77
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a) |ω + ,ω_> analytically continues \wf, w2 wf, w^>, i.e. for ω+=(w^,w 2,O)
ω_ = (w[", w^O) W£ fta^: | ω + , ω_) = |wj", w^ w^, w^).

b) if s = s+ xs_eSx<S and π(s+) = \ ± ±

x(y_wΓ+ί-)-" Γ (7_w 2 -+(5_)-"η S + (ω + ) ? S _(ω_)>. (3.17)

Here (wf, w2) = p(ω±) and the phases of the multipliers {y + w^ + δ+)~nt etc. are
determined as in the case of the transformation law (3.10) of the one point vectors.

Proof. Reducing the theorem to plus-variables only, one starts with a holomorphic

function |w l 5w2>, 0 < I m w 1 < I m w 2 , and looks for vectors |ω>, ωel7x/7, such

that

(3.18)

for all seS, π(s)=\ ,)eSl(2, <C). Moreover, if ω = (wl9 w2,0), then |ω> = K,w 2 >.

This suggests, that one should define |ω> through

(s)\w1,w2} (3.19)

whenever 0 < I m w 1 < I m w 2 and s((w l5w25θ)) = ω, seS. However, there are many
triples s, wί9 w2 such that s((wu w2,0) = ω. This is described more precisely in the
following Lemma:

Lemma 3.5. For ω,ωoeΠxΠ define:

μ(ω\ωo)={seS°\s(ωo) = ω}. (3.20)

Then, μ(ω\ω0) is a closed, connected, holomorphic submanifold of S°.

Proof. See Appendix B.

Next, have a closer look at the multipliers (yw + δf which appear in (3.19). I claim,
that the map λn:ΠxS°^<£, λn(w,s) = (yw + δγ (phases defined as in (3.10)) is
holomorphic. Indeed, the map ρ:ΠxS°-><C, ρ(w,s) = (yw + δ) vanishes nowhere
by definition of S° and is hence a holomorphic map of Π x S° into (C\{0}. Let C*
the universal covering of C\{0}, i.e. <C* is the Riemann-surface of the logarithm.
By the monodromy principle [12], ρ can be uniquely lifted to a mapping
ρ :Π x S°-»(C* such that arg[ρ(w, s)]e( —π, π) as s approaches unity. Now, powers
are defined as holomorphic functions on (C*. Thus, for any n, ρ" is a well defined
holomorphic mapping of ΠxS°^>(£. Clearly ρn ρ ~ w = l . It remains to show that
ρ" = λn. To this end, consider the transformation law (3.10). For fixed w and s near
enough to 1, one can replace (yw + δ)~n by ρ(w, s)~n there. By uniqueness of analytic
continuation the "new" equation holds for all seS and therefore ρ(w, s)~n =
λ_n(w,s) for all w, s.

The multipliers λn(w, s) = (yw + δ)n satisfy the following algebraic identity:

λjyv, s1'S2) = λn(s2(w), sj-λjtw, s2) weΠ, sί9 s2e§. (3.21)
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For this relation holds when sί and s2 are near 1 and extends by uniqueness of
analytic continuation to all of S.

For seS° and (wl9 w 2 )ei7xi7, 0 < I m w 1 < I m w 2 , we now define:

\s, wί9 w2} = λnι(wί9 s)λn2(w2, s)T(s)\wί9 w2} . (3.22)

By the above this is a holomorphic vector valued function. From (3.17) we expect

that it depends only on the combination ω = s(wί, w 2 ,0)eΠxΠ of the variables

involved. In order to prove this statement we need another lemma.

Lemma. For any element X of the Liealgebra ofG denote by U(X) the infinitesimal
generator of l/(exptX). Then |w l5 w2> lies in the domain of definition of U(X) and
there are differential operators

Lx = Q(X, W l ) + P(X, w1)d/dw1 + Q(X9 w2) + P(X, w2)d/dw2 .

Q(X, w), P(X, w): polynomials of w, linearly dependent on X such that

l9w2y = Lx\wl9w2>. (3.23)

Proof. |w1? w 2) is the Fourier-Laplace transform of φ jL(x1)φ2(x2)|0> and moreover
there is a testfunction /W l W 2(xi, x2)e5^(lR2 xlR2) such that

Therefore \wu w2> is an element of the domain of U(X). By infinitesimal conformal
covariance (2.28) and elementary properties of Fourier-Laplace transforms we
have

U(X)\w1,w2} = ldx1dx2fWιW2(xίx2)Lxφί(x1)φ2{x2)\0y

= L x |w l 5 w2> D (Lemma).

The uniqueness theorem for solving the problem

(d/dt)\ψ,ty=u(x)\ιp,ty; \w,oy = \Ψy

now implies that

T(expX)|w1? w2> = λ_ni(w1, expX)l_n2(w2, expX)|expXw1? expXw2> (3.24)

for all X such that Im(exptXw 1)<Im(exptZw 2)(Vί,0^ί^l). Hence by (3.21)
we have

|s expX, w l9 w2> = /lni(w1, s expX)An2(w2, 5 expX)T(s)T(expX)|w1? w2>

= |s, expXw1? expXw2> . (3.25)

The holomorphy of |s, w1? w2> allows us to extend this relation to all complex X
lying in some open neighborhood NStWuW2 of zero.

Let ωeΐlxΠ and ω o = (w1? w2,0)eΠxΠ such that 0 < I m w 1 < I m w 2 and
6>(ωo)<6)(ω) (such ω 0 always exists). By Lemma 3.3 there is some SES° with
ω = s(ω0). Since μ(ω|ω0) is a connected closed submanifold of S° (Lemma 3.5)
(3.25) implies that |s, w1? w2> depends only on ω but not on the particular tripel
s,wl9w2 chosen. Hence we may unambiguously define

|ω>=|s,w 1 ,w 2 >.
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Obviously |ω> analytically continues |w l5 w2> and the transformation law (3.17)
follows from Equations (3.21) and (3.22). D

Though the semigroup formalism is a quite complicated tool it gives deeper
insight into the question of where the whole analyticity comes from. It also yields
a good guess what the conformal n-point forward tube should look like. A point
of this set is formally given by:

ω = (wl9 . . . , w n ) ; 3 s l 5 ...,sneS°

such that

More precisely, this is a subset of the universal covering of

{(wl9..., Wn)ei7x ... xΠlWi + Wj for all

corresponding to a complicated ordering.

IV. Decomposition of the Tensorproduct of Two Holomorphic, Irreducible
Representations of SI (2,1R) into Irreducible Subspaces

The problem of decomposing a tensorproduct of irreducible representations of
Sl(2, IR) has been discussed recently by Ruhl and Yunn [13]. For the case of two
holomorphic representations the formulas and proofs involved simplify con-
siderably and moreover, can be given a very elegant form. I will therefore not
refer to the work mentioned above, but derive the harmonic expansion newly.

In view of Theorem 3.4 it seems to be more promising to do harmonic analysis

on the space 77 x 77 instead of 77x 77. However, as will be shown in Section V,

the group theoretical machinery developped in the present section will be suf-

ficient to expand the vectors |ω + ,ω_> in conformal partial waves.
Let me first define the tensor product of two irreducible, holomorphic re-

presentations (Tni, J^nι), (Tn2, J^n2), nί9 n2 >0, of G. The appropriate function space
is denoted by Hnχ®Hn2. Its elements are functions F(wl9 w2), Iinu^ 2 >0, satisfying:

a) F is holomorphic and has a C°°-extension to all of

{(w1? w 2)eC x <C| Imw1 ^ 0 , I m w 2 ^ 0 } .

b) the same as in a) is true for

wΓ Λ l F(- 1 M , w2); wΓ2F(wu - l/w2); w Γ " 1 ^ " 2 F ( - l/w l 5 - l/w2). (4.1)

Equation (4.1) implies various asymptotic expansions for F(w1,w2) as IwJ—>oo
and/or |w2|-*oo.

G acts on Hnχ®Hn2 as follows:

^ (4.2)
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This formula is valid for geO (see (2.11)). Since G is simply connected, TniXn2

extends uniquely to a representation of G.
The completion of Hnχ®Hn2 with respect to the invariant scalarproduct

ΠxΠ
2 - 2 F 2 (w l 5 w 2 ) (4.3)

yields a Hilbertspace 3tfnι®tfn2. The operators^Tnί Xtϊ2{g) extend to all of JfΠ l® JfΛ2

forming a unitary, analytic representation of G.
An analytic representation of a Liegroup can always be decomposed into

irreducible analytic representations [7]. This suggests the consideration of the
following Clebsch-Gordon-kernels:

Kln2(w1,w2\w) = ίXwί-w2)\w1-wη-n>-k(w2-w*yn2-k (4.4)

(w1?w2, we/7;/c=0,1,2,...).

For fixed w, X£ in2(w l9 w 2 |w)eJJ n i®lίΠ 2 and for fixed w1,w2 KjlΠ2(wl5 w2|w)*e
Hni + n2 + 2ic Therefore, the scalarproduct ( i ^ i n 2 ( - , » , ^ 2 ( v | w ' ) ) n i X N 2 is well
defined and we have the orthogonality relation:

( * π \ Λ 2 ( ^ | w ) , ! ^ ^ (4.5)

Proof. Kk

in2 has the following Fourier representation:

* ί ,»2(wi, w2 |w)= {r(w! + fc)Γ(n2 + fc)}" 1 β " i π / 2 ( Λ l + " 2 )

•J φ 1 d p 2 e ί p i ( W l - w V w ( W 2 ~ w * ) ( δ / φ 1 - δ / φ 2 ) k [ p ϊ 1 + fc~
o

Performing the substitution

yields: ^ χ

j ] ^2'^ (4.6)
0 - 1

M k = 2 k + x/c\ e-
i π l 2 { n ι +n2)/Γ{nί + fc)Γ(π2 + k). (4.7)

is a Jacobi polynomial:

Now formulas (2.22), (2.23) and the orthogonality relation

j xr-\l + xr^Pk

nιn2(x)P1

nιn2(x) = hkδk,ι (4.9)

for the Jacobi polynomials imply (4.5). D
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For any function F(w1,w2)eHnι0Htl2 define its k'th Fourier component by

Fk(w) = Ck \Kk

nιn2(; |w), F)nι x n i . (4.10)

It will be shown later that Fk(w)eHnι+n2 + 2k.
Clearly, the kernel (4.4) is covariant, i.e.

[Tnι+n2 + 2k(g)Fj^(w)=[TniXn2(g)F^k(w) for all geG. (4.11)

Moreover, since the Jacobi polynomials Pk

ιK2 are a complete orthogonal basis
in the Hilbertspace of all measurable functions /(x), xe[— 1,1] with finite norm

1

- 1

it is easily proved (Appendix C) from (4.6), (4.10) that

00

F(wί,w2) = Σ (n\+n2 + 2k— ^ π " 1 J \dw\Kk

in2(wuw2\w) (4.12)
/c = 0 Π

This sum converges pointwise and also in the J

\\F\\2

nι*n2=Σ Ck\\Fk\\2

nι+n2 + 2k Q a s i n ( 4 . 5 ) . (4.13)
fc = 0

Briefly, the decomposition

holds.
There is a very useful alternative way to express the orthogonality relation

(4.5). This is done by means of a set of homogeneous polynomials

We have

Qϊin2(λxl9 λx2) = λkQk

nιn2{xί, x2)

and

Lemma. Let Π 1 ? Π 2 G 1 R , k, fc' = 0,1, 2,... and F(w1,w2) a function holomorphic on
ΠxΠ1. Then:

a) Qn^/dw^ d/dw2)K^ιnJiwί,w2\w)\Wι=w^^

+n2 + 2k-2Γ( + + kl))~iπ{ni+n2~k^^^

b) DefineMw) = Qlin2(d/dwl9 d/dw2)F(wl9w2)\Wι=W2SSW.

1 XίlH2, Gn, Γn(gf), Tni xH2(gf) (greG) can be defined for arbitrary nu n2, «eIRand holomorphic F(w1; w2)
resp. F(w)
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For geG one has

1, d/dw2){lTnίXn2(g)FJWl, w 2 ) } | W l = W j = w . (4.18)

If FeHni®Hn2 we can calculate its Fourier components through:

FM = Nς1Q^in2(d/dw1, d/dw2)F(wί,w2)\v^Wl=w. (4.19)

From this formula and (4.11) it is easily seen that FkeHnχ+n2 + 2k

 as promised earlier.

Proof. The Equations (4.17) and (4.18) are analytically dependent on nυn2. It is
therefore sufficient to prove them for n1,n2>0. In this case, the representation
(4.6) of Kk

nιn2 is valid and Equation (4.17) then follows from (4.16) and the ortho-
gonality of the Jacobipolynomials P*lM2.

To prove Equation (4.18) assume first that FeHnι®Hn2. Using the Fourier
representation for F one easily establishes

Co variance of the Clebsch-Gordon-kernels then implies (4.18). If F is arbitrary,
one writes each side of Equation (4.18) in the form

k

Σ «j,/(5 / + Z/5w{M)^(wi,w2)|W l = W 2 = = g-i ( w ).

Since it is possible to find a function L(w1,w2)eHtll®Hn2 having prescribed
derivatives (di + ι/dw{δwι

2) L(wί9 w2)|Wl=W2=W'(0:g i/5 Zrgfc) at a particular point w'eΠ
the equality of the coefficients ajtl on both sides of (4.18) follows. D

V. The Conformal Partial Wave Expansion of the Vectors φ i(x)φ2{y)\0}

A straight forward application of the results obtained in the preceding section

to the vectors |ω + ,ω_> (Theorem 3.4) is not possible, because these vectors are

defined only for ω±eΠxΠ rather than ω+eΠxΠ. However, the different sheets

of 77 x 77 can be reached from one special sheet by acting with central elements

of G. Let z + resp. z_ the generators (2.13) of the center of the first resp. second

factor of C. Define:

Z + = U(z+ x 1); Z_ = 17(1 x z_). (5.1)

According to Theorem (3.4) we have:

Z + | ω + , ω_> = eiπ{nΐ +ni)\z+{ω+)9 ω_> , (5.2)
z+(wΐ> Wi > n) = {w~t, w2 , n +1) (ω + =(w^, w2 , ή)).

I will now make a simplifying assumption, namely that the spectrum of the
unitary operators Z+ are purely discrete, i.e.

Z ± = Σ λ^E(λ^) (strong convergence; 7± CN).
kel±

Here, λ% runs through all eigenvalues of Z ± and E(λ^) are the corresponding
(ordinary) projection operators in the Hilbertspace J f of physical states.
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This assumption holds automatically if there is a set 3F of (composite) con-
formally covariant fields such that the vectors φ(x)|0>, φeϊF, span Jf. Since this
is the situation envisioned when doing operator product expansions this is a
natural assumption. Another important point is that by using more complicated
mathematical notions (i.e. the general spectral theorem and "vectorvalued
measures") one could well do without Equation (5.3). Since Z ± are unitary, we
have

χ±=ei^; 0 ^ μ ± < 2 . (5.4)

Our procedure will be to carry out a harmonic analysis on the center of C first,
and then use the results of Section IV.

The main result of this section is now formulated in the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1. Let φx and φ2 be two local fields in a CQFT in two space time dimen-
sions and n^ resp. n2 their conformal quantum numbers. Denote by | ω + , ω _ ) the
analytic continuation of Φi(^i)φ2(x2)|0) as explained in Theorem 3.4. Assume
furthermore, that the spectrums of Z+ and Z_ are discrete, i.e. Equation (5.3) holds.
Then there are vectorvalued, holomorphic functions \w+, w_, /c), w+ ei7, k= 3,4,5,...
such that

a)

Here, n^^O and π(g±)= ί * ± I. The phases of the multipliers are the same as
\ζ± Ά±ι

in (2.17).

b) |ω + , ω_> can be expanded into an orthogonal sum as follows:

|ω+,ω_>= £ {nt-\)(nς-\)π-2 J \dw+\\dw_\C$nί(ω+\w+)
k=3 77x77

q? π 5 (ω_|w_) (5.6)

•(Imw+)"+k " 2 ( I m w _ f ~2 |w+, w_, fc> .

The kernels CJJlM2(ω|w) are first defined for ω = (wi, w2,0)

| a rg[ i (w 1 -w 2 )] |<π (5.7)

and otherwise through analytic continuation. In case, say n£ =0 \w+, w_, fe> does
not depend on vv+. This can happen only if n^ =n2 and the corresponding
contribution to Equation (5.6) should be read as follows: (nf =n2 =n+)

In case n£ =n^ =0 (which can happen only if n±=n2=n+, n± =n2 =n~), the
contribution to (5.6) reduces to:

- w ί ) ] - " + [ i ( w Γ - w 2 - ) ] " " Ί 0 > ; ρe(C. (5.9)
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Comments, a) Equation (5.5) says, that U{g\ geQ acts irreducibly in the subspace
3tfk of J f spanned by \w+, w_, fc>. If fc=M, the spaces J-ffe and Jfj are orthogonal,

b) Equation (5.6) arises from the fact, that the subspace ^φiφ2 of ffl spanned
by the vectors | ω + , ω_>, is the unitary direct sum of the Jffe's:

c) Remark a) can be expressed in formulas as follows:

<w+, w_, k\W+9 w'_, /> = δktlakGni,(w+9 w'+)Gπ-(w_, w'_). (5.10)

The numbers ak>0 carry a piece of the dynamical information contained in
φ1(x)φ2(y)\0}. The same is true for the set {(n£, nk)\k = 3,4,...} of conformal
quantum numbers appearing in the expansion (5.6). This set will be called the
conformal spectrum of the operator product φι(x)φ2(y).

The anomalous parts of the quantum numbers (nk9nk) are related to the
eigenvalues of (Z + , Z_). In fact we have

nk = μj (mod 2) nk = μf (mod 2)

for some jj depending on k. The vector |w + ,w_,/c> is then an element of

ΐ
d) The conformal spectrum of ψι(x)φ2{y) is restricted by locality, namely the

"spins" sk = j(nk —nk) take on values only from {0, ± 1 , ±2,...} or {±j, + | , . . .}
depending on the spins of φί and φ2-

e) From (5.10) it is easily seen that the integrals appearing in (5.6) are well-
defined (for say nk :g 1, they need a special treatment: see the remark after (2.20)).
For fixed ω + , ω_ the sum (5.6) converges in the norm of the underlying Hilbert-
space Jf. Looking at each term in this series as a tempered distribution (for
I m w ^ ^ O ) , smearing with some test function /eφ(IR4) and summing up, yields
\dx1dx2f(xί, x2)<Pi(Xi)<P2(*2)|0>.

ί) The above theorem relies purely on "conformal kinematics". Without
having some dynamical information about the model considered, there seems
to be no way to prove the existence of local, conformally covariant fields φ^
such that

lim |w+, w_, k} = φk(x+, x_)|0> Rew+ =x+ .
Imw±\0

g) The conformal spectrum of (Pi(x)cp2(y) a n d the numbers ax in (5.10) can be
calculated from the four point function

<0|φ2

+ (xt)φ t(x2)φli^ΨiM|0> .

How this can be done, will become clear during the proof of the theorem.
h) When the expansion (5.6) is inserted into the fourpoint function, one obtains

a series that looks exactly like the discrete expansion, which is extracted from the
(euclidean) partialwave expansion of the fourpoint Schwinger function by means
of an "inverse Sommerfeld-Watson transform" [2]. That the amplitudes ax (5.10)
and the quantum numbers nk are the same in both expansions, has been checked
in the Thirringmodel [14].
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Proof of 5.1. Let E(λ) one of the projectors appearing in the spectral decomposition
of ( Z + J Z_), i.e.

{λΓ) E{λϊ) (5.11)

for some /c, I. Because Z + and Z_ commute with all U(g\ geC, we have

U(g)E(λ)U(gr1=E(λ), geC. (§.12)

Now set (λϊ,λΓ) = (λ+,λ-) = (eiπμ+,eiπ>ι~) and

ω_>. (5.13)

Since E(λ) is a bounded operator \ω+,ω_;λy is a holomorphic, vectorvalued
function. Moreover, from (3.17) and (5.12):

xg_)\ω + ,ω_;λy=(ξ+wΐ +η+Γnt(ξ + wl +η+rni (5.14)

π(g±)=(σ± τ±

Especially for g+ =z+, g- = l:

On the other hand by definition of E(λ):

U(z+

Hence:

One can even get rid of the phases g ^ ^ ^ J ^ } by multiplying |ω+, ω_ A> with
an appropriate factor. Define αv(ω), ωeΠxΠ, first for ω = (wl5 w2,0):

α v (ω)-[f(w 1 -w 2 )]~ v , |arg[f(w 1 -w 2 )] |<π (5.16)

and for general ω by analytic continuation. Then:

av(z(co)) = e-2πivav(ω). (5.17)

Now renormalize |ω + ,ω_;A) as follows:

Because

it is possible to define

|w^, vv2 Wj", w2 ;/l> = |ω + ,ω_;yiy Jp(ω+) = (wf, w2 )
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for all pairs (wf, w 2 )eΠx 77. By construction, this new vectorvalued function
is holomorphic and moreover:

mHξ+w}+η+Γmi (5.18)

mf =

Lemma. \w±, w^ w ~̂, W2 A) can be extended to a holomorphic vectorvalued

function on (77 x 77) x (77 x i7).

Proo/. Since φi(x)φ2(.y)|0> is a tempered, vectorvalued distribution and \\U(g)\\ =
l(geC) it follows that there exists some k±eΈ, k± ^ 0 such that

remains bounded as (wf.w^), w* φ w 2 , varies through any compact subset of
77 x 77. We can assume that k± are the smallest numbers satisfying this requirement.
Like in the case of an isolated singularity of a holomorphic function f(z) of one
complex variable, it can be shown that (wf — w2 )

k+{wϊ — w^~)k~|w 9̂ vv2 wf,
w2 /l> can be extended to a holomorphic function on all of (77 x 77)2.

Especially

lim (wf — w2

f)/c+(w1" — W2~)k~\wi, wj wf, w2 1) w+eΠ

exists and defines a holomorphic, vectorvalued function |w+; w x, w2 ). From
covariance (5.18) of |wj", w2 wf, w^ /l> we have:

<w+ wϊ,W2 |w+/; wΓ', W ^ ' ) = Gμ+ _2fc+(w + , w+')F(wf5 w^, wf'5 w 2 ' ) .

Positivity now implies, that μ+ — 2/c+^0 or F Ξ O , i.e. by minimality of fe±, we
have:/c±=0. Π (Lemma)

Now assume that μ± > 0 (for μ+ = 0 and/or μ~ =0 one has to take care of the
degenerate cases (5.8) and (5.9); since no serious difficulties are encountered here,
I will not discuss these cases further). Recall the polynomials Qm,m2 defined by
(4.15). They are now of great use: set

|w+, w_; k, l) = N^Qk

mί

Nk,N1 as in (4.17) with n12

 = mι,i r e s P w l j 2 = ̂ ϊ,2 (5-19)

(the index Λ, has been omitted). These are vectorvalued holomorphic functions
for w±e77 and they transform as:

Therefore, for fixed fc, / the vectors |w + , w_ fc, /> span a subspace Jf̂  z of Jf where
the conformal group C acts irreducibly. Let Ψkl the projector on Jffc z. It is a
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simple matter to show that

- l ) π - 2 J |dw + ||Λv_|. (5.20)

K^ί «ί K , w2

+|w+)X!nτ W5(wΓ, w2- |w

|w + , w_; fc, /> .

Because the ΨkJs are mutually orthogonal projectors, the sum

Σ IP*.I=IP

is strongly convergent and IP is again a projector. Hence

00

PK,w2

+;wΓ,w2->= £ PM |wί,w2

+;wΓ,wJ> (5.21)
k,l = 0

is a vectorvalued holomorphic function as well.
By construction:

»t, d/dw^Nf'^^id/dw^ d/θw2)

]P|wJ\ wϊ wx~, W2 >Lt =wt =w+

Analyticity and the following elementary lemma now imply that

K,w 2

+;wΓ,w 2-> = lP|w1

+,w2

f;wΓ,w2->. (5.22)

Lemma 5.2. Any polynomial Y(xu x2) of two variables is a finite linear combination
of the polynomials

(m l5m2eIRfixed; mΛ + m2 + 0, — 1, — 2, . . . ) .

Putting together formulae (5.22), (5.21), (5.20) yields the conformal partial wave
expansion for \wf, w2 wϊ, w2 λ). Taking into account the definition of this
vector, summing over λ and rearranging some factors finally yields (5.6) and
thereby proves the theorem. D

VI. Vacuum Expansions in the Thirring Model [3]

6.1. Definition of the Model

Notations and standard results concerning the Thirring model (e.g. [15,16])
will be taken over from Ref. [16]. To make the present discussion sufficiently self
contained, the basic structure of the model is briefly exhibited.

The theory is conveniently formulated in terms of two fields: a current/ and

a spinor field ψ with two components ψί9ψ2. The current / and its axial brother

Jμ=z£

μJ
v(εμv== ~ εvμ> εio= +1) a r e both conserved:

°uJ — °uJ —u I 0 - 1 ;
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This implies • j μ = 0, i.e. / is a free field. However the operator representation
of/ is not of the Fock type. In fact, the Hilbertspace of the model carries a reducible
representation of the canonical commutation relations:

\jμ(x0>χl)Jv(y0,y1)~]xo=yo = cΓ1εμvδ'(xι-y1). (6.2)

c> 0 is a normalization constant. Because of (6.1) the charges

Q± = j^V±W j±(x)±jo(x)±ji(x) (6.3)

do not depend on x°. From (6.2) we have: [ β + , β _ ] = 0 .
The (simultaneous) spectrum of Q± is given by:

(Q+,Q-) = {m1(a + a) + m2(a-ά);fn1{a-ά) + m2(a + ά)) (6.4)

m 1 ? m 2 = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . .

The real numbers a and a parametrize the model (like coupling constants do).
The representation of (6.2) is now specified as follows:

First, the Hilbertspace Jf splits into charge sectors:

for

Each charge sector J^q + q- carries an irreducible representation of (6.2) or
equivalently of:

-y±) (6.6)

(due to (6.1), j ± depends only upon x± respectively).
This representation is characterized by:

"If I+(x±) are two IR-number functions, such that
a) / ± ( x ± ) a n d x + 2 / ± ( x + 1 ) a r e C00,
b) $dx±l±(x±) = q±,

then the currents

are of Focktype"2.

The spinor fiel

in different charge sectors:

The spinor field ψ = i 1) now "intertwines" the representations of the current
PiJ

+, y-)δ(x+ -y+)
(o. /)

J ) δ { )

where γ5 =1 I. Accordingly, the φ-field is charged:

[β±> Ψi] = -(a±ά)ψ1; [β+, Ψ2] = -(a + a)ψ2 . (6.8)

2 In the charge sector ^fo,o» t n e representation of/ is itself of Focktype; the vacuum in Jf0 0 will
be denoted by |0>
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It has been shown that there exists up to normalization one and only one spinor
field ψ satisfying (6.7) [16].

This defines the Thirring model.
The spin s1(s2) of ψ1(ψ2) turns out to be

s i = —s2 = a ά/2πc. (6.9)

In case the parameters α, a are restricted such that sx=± 1/2, ± 1,... the Thirring
model becomes an ordinary Wightman quantum field theory [16]. I will assume
throughout this section that s x = ± 1 / 2 , + 1 , . . . .

6.2. The Implementation of the Conformal Group C

The Wightman distributions for φ, ψ+ can be calculated explicitly. They are
conformally covariant under infinitesimal transformations (2.28), when ψ is given
a dimension (2.29) d,

d = (a2+ά~2)/4πc. (6.10)

According to a general theorem [5], there exists a unitary representation U( )
of the conformal group C acting on the field ψ as described in § 2.3.

The current / transforms simply:

U(g+xg_)j±(x±)U(g+xg_Γ1=(ξ±x±+η±)-2j±(g±{x±)). (6.11)

± Ά±ι

This implies that the charges Q± are conformally invariant. To make use of
Theorem 5.1, it is necessary to calculate the operators Z+ (5.1). Equation (6.11)
is valid in each charge sector 3tfq + q_ separately. Since the current is represented
irreducibly in J^q+tq_, U(g + x g_) is determined by Equation (6.11) up to a phase.
There is a unique choice of phases, such that the operators U(g\ geQ satisfy the
multiplication law. The outcome is that: [17]

Z±=eiQll4c; c as in (6.2). (6.12)

Briefly: due to the fact that there are non-Fock-representations of the current,
the conformal group C is forced to unroll itself to become C. Thereby, the center
of C will be represented as shown in (6.12).

When formula (6.12) is applied to the twopoint function (2.30) of a covariant
field φ having spin s, dimension d and charges q+, q_, an interesting relation
emerges:

d = (q2

++q2-)/*™ (modi)
(o li)

s = (q2

+-ql)βπc (modi)
i.e. spin and dimension of φ are functions of its charges modulo integer numbers.
From (6.4) it follows that s = 0, ± i ± 1 , ....

6.3. Construction of a Complete Set of Local, Covariant Fields

Now we are well prepared to apply Theorem 5.1. From (6.12) it follows that Z ±

has indeed a purly discrete spectrum. Let φ1 and φ2 two conformally covariant
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fields with conformal quantum numbers n\2 and charges q\2 respectively. The
vector φι{x)φ2(y)\Qy is then already an eigenvector of Z + :

Z±φι(xί)φ2(x2)\0) = ei^ + q±2]2/4cφ1(xί)φ2(x2W • (6.14)

Thus, to construct its partial waves, the projection (5.13) is superfluous. Following
the program given in the proof of Theorem 5.1, one has to multiply ψι(xι)φ2{x2)\^
with a factor [i(xf — x2 — iεj]~v+ [i(xΓ — x2 ~^)]~v where

v±=^(μ±-nι-ni)

0^μ±<2;μ± = lq±+q2

tf/4πc (mod2).

Thereby the singularity of φι(Xι)φ2{x2)\0} a s Xi~+x2 *s killed. We may then
apply the differential operators

βί,ί»i (d/dxϊ, dldxt)Qι

m-m- (d/dxl, d/dxϊ) (6.16)

and evaluate the new function at xί =x2 = x (rigorously speaking, one should do
everything in the conformal forward tube, coming back to Minkowskispace at
the end of the calculation). By this procedure, one obtains vectorvalued distribu-
tions |x; k, /) transforming irreducibly under the conformal group C.

If, e.g., φx and φ2 are any of the fields ψuψt^Ψi^Ψi o n e easily shows from
the explicit form of the Wightman distributions (Appendix D) that

^ dx2)

exists as an operator valued distribution. Of course,

(6.18)

and φktl is a covariant, local field with conformal quantum numbers

n^ι = μ~ +21

and charges

Wightman distributions involving ψ and φkl fields have the same general structure
as the Wightman distributions of ψ fields only (i.e. they are sums of products of
powers of difference variables (x± —y±) [15]). We can therefore iterate the above
procedure, e.g. by taking φί = ψ1 and φ2 = φkj. In this way one arrives at an
infinite set ̂  of new fields. #" has the following properties :

I. The fields contained in #" satisfy the axioms of a CQFT. Especially, any two
fields φuφ2e^ are relatively local:

[<Mx),φ20>)]±=0 for (x-y)2<0. (6.19)

II. Each φeϊF carries charges q + ,q_, i.e.

Charges, spin and dimension of φ are related through Equation (6.13).
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III. The states $d2xf(x)φ(x)\O), fe&>, φe^ span the Hilbertspace Jf7 of
physical states.

IV. The partial wave expansion (vacuumexpansion) (5.6) of vectors
φ1(x)φ2(y)|0), φ1^2e^ can be done in terms of vectors φ(x)\θy, φe^. More
precisely, there are fields φke^, such that the vectors |w+,w_,/c) described in
Theorem 5.1 are determined by φk(x)\0}:

lim |w + ,w_,/c>-iV(/)/ c(x+,x_)|O>;Rew±-x±,ΛΓeC.

The question arises of whether this remarkable algebraic structure might hold
more generally. The only serious point apart from some regularity problems
seems to be locality (6.19). Locality implies some crossing relations between
partial wave amplitudes [1,2]. To answer the question above presumably forces
one to analyse the crossing conditions, a task which is by no means simple.

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Prof. G. Mack for suggesting the problem and for continuous
criticism. I also thank Dr. H. Trute for discussions.

Appendix A. Proof of Lemmas 3.2/3

It is a trivial calculation to prove that Θ(g(ω)) = Θ(ω) for all geG. For seS° we
have: Θ(s(ω))>Θ(ω). Indeed, this inequality is easily proved for s = expi-t H,
ί>0. Equations (3.5) and (3.7) then imply its validity for general seS°.

Now assume that ω.ω'eΠxΠ and that Θ(ω) = Θ(ω'). We have to show that
there is some geG such that g(ω) = ωr. Set p(ω) = (wl9 w2), p(ω') = (wi, w2). Since
the center of G acts transitively on the sheets of 27 x 77 the problem can be solved
when an element g of G = S1(2,IR) can be found, such that #(w1? w2) = (w'u w2).
First there are translations/dilations (2.6) g1 and g\ with:

0i(wi> wi) = (U z2)\ 0ί(wi> w/

2) = (z, z'2).

Applying suitable transformations from k (2.7) one obtains:

Therefore Θ(ω) = λ/(λ-l)2, Θ(ωf) = λ/(λ'-1)2 and hence λ = λ. Setting g =
Q'ϊlQ'2l'Q2 9\ we have: g(wu w2) = (W1, w2) as required.

To prove Lemma 3.3 we may dublicate the proof of Lemma 3.2 up to Equation
(Al). From Θ(ω')>Θ(ω) it follows that λ<λ. But in this case we can find some
ί > 0 such that eitH(i, λϊ) = {Uλfi). Therefore s(wl9 w2) = (w/

1,w2) with s = gf

ί~
1 g'2~

1'
H

Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 3.5

Let μ = π(μ(ω\ω0)) and p(ω) = (w1,w2\ p(ωo) = (w?, w2). Obviously

Now, S2 xS2 = {(zίiz2)eS2 xS2\zί+z2} is a homogeneous space of Sl(2,(C)
(S2 is the Riemannian sphere). Let L the little group of the point (w?, w2)eS2 x S2
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and s0 a particular element of μ. Clearly then

μ = S°nso L.

Therefore, μ is a closed, holomorphic submanifold of S°. This property of μ
carries over to μ(ω\ω0), i.e. μ(ω|ω0) is a closed, holomorphic submanifold of S°.

If μ were connected, μ(ω|ω0) would be too. Indeed, given two elements s l 5 s2

oϊ μ(ω\ω0) there is a curve y(t)Cμ, γ(0) = π(s1), y(l) = π(s2). This curve can be lifted
uniquely to a curve Γ(t) in S° such that Γ(0) = s1. By continuity Γ(ί)Cμ(ω|ω0).
Moreover, π(Γ(l)) = π(s2) hence Γ(l) = 3 s2, 3 a central element of G. But Γ(l)(ωo) =
s2(ω0) = ω. Thus 3 = 1 and Γ(ί) is therefore a curve connecting sx and s2.

Thus it remains to show that μ is connected. As in Appendix A we may assume
that

K , w°2) = (i tgh t, ί ctgh ί) = 6f(0, oo) t > 0 .

bf denotes the matrix eS°. The little group of (w?, w2) is given by
\ i sn r on r /

It is then a simple geometric task to verify that the set (s a fixed element from
S° bt)

is connected. Therefore μ is connected too.

Appendix C. Proof of the Plancherel Formula (4.13)

Let F(wuw2)eHnι(g)Hnr Define Fk(w) by (4.10). Using (4.6) and

00

JF(W1 ? W2)= j dp1dp2e
ιpiWίeιp2W2F(p1, p2)

o

we have:

Fk(w) = (2 5 ~ni -n2 + kk\Γ(nί)Γ(n2)/CkΓ(n1 + k)Γ(n2 + k))ei7l{tli+n2)/2

oo 1

0 - 1

ϊ
0

where

n'-n2-2kΓ(n^

Pk+1 ] dxPk

nin2(x)F(p(l - x)/2, p(l + x)/2).
1

f.
- 1
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Therefore:

f φ p 3 " " 1 " " 2

o

f dxdx'F(p(ί-x)/2,p(ί+x)/2)*Pflίn2(x)Pk

nιn2(x')

Ψk(p)\2 s measureable and nonnegative. Applying the monotone convergence
theorem ([12], 13.8.1) we may interchange summation and p-integration in

k = 0

This yields:

""1""2 Σ 2Γ(n1)Γ(n2)/hk

fc=0

• } dxdx'F(p(ί - x)/2, p(ί + x)l2)*Pk

nin2(x)Pk

nin2{x')F{p{\ -x')/2,
- 1

(hk is defined in (4.9)). F(wl9 w2) is an element of Hnι®Hnr For almost all p^O
the function

fp(x) = (l - x)1 -^(1+X) 1 -nΨ(p(l - x)/2, p(l + x)/2)

is therefore square integrable with respect to the measure dx(l — x)Hί ~1 -(1 + x)n2~1

on [—1,1]. Hence, the completeness relation for the Jacobipolynomials applies:

Σ QimL2

1 +«2 +2 f e=2Γ(π1)r(n2)
fe=0

- 1

Substituting p1=p(l-x)/2, p2=p(l+x)/2 yields the Plancherel formula (4.13).
Note that (4.13) implies

00

(G, F)niXn2= Σ (Gh Fk)ni+n2 + 2k (absolute convergence)
k = 0

for all F, GeJ^ni(g) Jfn2. Especially when choosing G to be the reproducing kernel
Gni(w l5 w'ι)'Gn2(w2, w'2) formula (4.12) emerges. This series therefore converges
pointlike.

Appendix D. The General Form of the Wightman Distributions in the
Thirringmodel [15]

For any two points x, y of Minkowski space M and real numbers n+i n_ define:

An+n_{x,y) = (x+-y+-π)-n + {x_-y_-i8)-n- .

This is a tempered distribution on M x M.
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If φί9 φ2, ">,φn are any of the fields ψu \p±, ψ2, ψ2 in the Thirringmodel we

have

(O\φί(x1)...φn(xn)\O>=Nγ\AΛinu(Xi,xJ)l Ne<C. (Dl)

This is also a tempered distribution, since it is a boundary value of a holomorphic

function defined in the forward tube. From locality it follows that for any permuta-

tion π of (1, ...5n)

where rnll =n7f)'π{j)(rfl =njl). The singularity of φι{xι)φ2{
χτ) a s Xi-^2 is t n u s

independent of where this product is placed in the n-point distribution. Especially,

when taking a permutation π with π(n —1) = 1, π(ή) = 2 we see that the operator

product cannot be more singular than the vector φi(xi)φ2(-x2)l^) i e ~ v ± ~nι± =

0,1,2,.... Inserting the definition (6.17) of φkJ into Equations (D2) yields the

Wightman distributions of fields φk,ι>Ψι> ψΐ\ Ψi> Ψ2 They are sums of distribu-

tions of the type (Dl). Each summand is again local in the sense that its permuted

form (like (D2)) shows up also in the permuted Wightman distribution. The

argument to prove the regularity of φ±(χι)φ2(χ2)'LKxΐ "~χ2 "~^y]~
xϊ — ί ε ) ] ~ v a s χι^χ2 c a n t n u s a l s o be applied to products of φM ' s, etc.
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